Charge transfer between a metal and its ligand is fundamental for the structure and reactivity of a metal complex as it directly dictates the distribution of electron density within the complex. To better understand such charge transfer interactions, we studied the vibrational spectra of massselected MOH(H 2 O) + (M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, or Zn) complexes, acquired using cryogenic ion infrared predissociation spectroscopy. We find that there is a partial charge transfer from the hydroxide anion to the metal center for these first-row transition metals, the extent of which is in the order of Mn < Fe < Co < Ni < Cu > Zn, dictated by the 2 nd ionization energy of the bare metal. This gradual change across the metal series points to the complexity in the electronic structures of these transition metal complexes. Interestingly, the hydroxide ligand in these complexes can serves as a sensitive in-situ probe of this charge transfer. Its vibrational frequency varies by >150 cm -1 for different metal species, and it is dependent on the electric field produced by the charged metal center. This dramatic vibrational Stark shift is further modulated by the charge present on the hydroxide itself, providing a well-defined relationship between the observed hydroxide frequency and the effective electric field.
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I. Introduction
Charge transfer is a fundamental process present in metal-ligand interactions.
1-5 While metal-centered complexes are typically designated by their formal charge states, it is often unclear how the electrons are delocalized within the complex. [6] [7] On the other hand, the functionality of an active site, whether in a catalyst or an enzyme, depends heavily on the exact electronic structure present. [8] [9] [10] Therefore a better understanding of the driving forces behind the electron transfer process, as well as an in-situ sensitive probe of the charge states present in a complex, would provide deeper insights into this vital metal-ligand interaction. Here, we use infrared predissociation spectroscopy of mass-selected MOH(H 2 O) + (M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn)
complexes to directly probe the charge transfer in these species. We find that the vibrational frequency of the hydroxide ligand is extremely sensitive to the electric field generated by the charge on the metal center.
The (M 2+ )(OH -) ion pair, where the positively charged metal center directly interacts with the negatively charged hydroxide ligand, serves as a relatively simple example of metal-ligand charge transfer interaction. Recently, our group 11 probed the vibrational structure of the microsolvated CuOH + clusters 12 in an effort to better understand a new group of self-assembling copper-centered water oxidation catalysts. [13] [14] [15] [16] Shortly after, Johnson et al. 17 reported the gas phase IR spectra of solvated MgOH + and CaOH + clusters. Surprisingly, these two studies showed dramatic differences between the vibrational spectrum of the alkaline earth and the copper complexes. Most notably, the vibrational frequency of the hydroxide (OH -) moiety in as well as direct comparison with electronic structure calculations. We find that the extent of charge transfer between the hydroxide ligand and the metal center depends highly on the metal species. Furthermore, the main driver of the hydroxide vibrational frequency is the modulation of the vibrational Stark effect induced by the charged metal center.
II. Experimental and Computational Details
The vibrational spectra of D 2 -tagged MOH(H 2 O) + (M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn)
complexes were acquired using a homebuilt cryogenic ion photofragment spectrometer 18 , described in detail previously. 11 The ions of interest were generated via electrospray ionization of ∼1 mM aqueous solutions of the corresponding metal sulfates. The ions were guided by hexapole ion guides through three differentially pumped stages and collected in a 3D quadrupole ion trap (Jordan TOF) attached to a closed-cycle helium cryostat (Sumitomo) held at 10K by a resistive heater. 19 Buffer gas, consisting of 10% D 2 in a balance of helium, was pulsed into the ion trap for collisional cooling and formation of D 2 adducts. The weakly bound D 2 tag serves as were then separated from the parent ions in a two-stage reflectron. The resulting photofragment intensity as a function of the photon energy yielded linear IR spectra. The final intensities were normalized to the laser output power.
To aid the analysis of the experimental spectra, electronic structure calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 computational package. 20 Geometry optimizations, with The calculated lowest energy structure and corresponding vibrational spectrum for each complex are also shown in Figure 1 , and the structural parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
For each complex, we considered several different spin multiplicities. We found that the ground states have the same multiplicity as the corresponding bare M 2+ ion, 24 geometry. Upon interaction with the D 2 tag, which binds to the metal center, the O-M-O bond distorts to a bent geometry, as shown in Figure 1 . The extent of the distortion varies depending on the metal species, with the Cu complex being the most bent and the Zn complex closest to linear.
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The calculated vibrational frequencies of the lowest energy structure of the Mn complex has a good agreement with the experimental spectrum. This yields the assignment of the peak at The discrepancy between the calculated and experimental frequencies of this mode is 25 cm -1 , significantly larger than those of the other complexes (< 12 cm -1 ). We note that although the calculated hydroxide frequency coincides with the small 3689 cm -1 feature, that assignment would leave the much more intense 3664 cm -1 peak unassignable. Furthermore, calculations yielded similar vibrational frequencies (within ~10 cm -1 ) for all the low-lying conformers, making it unlikely that the observed spectral complexity is due to the presence of multiple conformers. The observed trend in the hydroxide frequency is consistent with the Irving-Williams series which ranks the stability of complexes containing high-spin metal dications in the order of Mn < Fe < Co < Ni < Cu > Zn. [29] [30] The ordering of this series is attributed to the 2 nd ionization energies of the metal center, which should also dictate the extent of charge transfer between the hydroxide and the metal center. Figure 3 shows that the observed hydroxide frequencies indeed has a clear linear dependence on the 2 nd ionization energies 24 of the transition metal center. This relationship points to electron transfer from the hydroxide to the metal center as the main cause for the observed frequency shift. However, we note that this trend does not hold well for the two alkaline earth metal species.
IV. Discussion
The good agreement between the calculated and the experimental vibrational spectra
shows that the cam-B3LYP method is able to reproduce the observed trends. We therefore use the same level of theory to perform natural population analysis (NPA) on the MOH(H 2 O) + ·D 2 complexes, taking a closer look at how the electron densities are distributed within these clusters. There is an additional way in which the charge transfer can affect the hydroxide frequency. The metal center, with its varying degree of localized charge, can exert a strong electric field on the surrounding ligands and induce a vibrational Stark shift. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] For example, the vibrational frequency of the free OH stretch in ion-containing water clusters have been observed to be modulated by the charge of the central ion. [37] [38] In order to explore this further, we performed CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations of water, hydroxide anion and hydroxyl radical in the presence of a +1e point charge. We choose this particular method over DFT because it generally produces more accurate dipole moment and polarizability for these small molecules.
For these calculations, the point charge was placed on the O atom side of the molecule in a colinear fashion and the molecular geometry was allowed to relax. The calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies as a function of 1/R 2 , where R is the distance from the point charge to the Figure 5 . This rather simplified picture does qualitatively reproduce several of the observed experimental trends. First, the hydroxide anion shows the most sensitivity to the electric field generated by the point charge, with the change in its frequency being more than five times greater than that of H 2 O. The hydroxyl radical, on the other hand, is almost completely insensitive to the electric field. Also reproduced here is the opposing trend in the hydroxide and H 2 O frequencies as a function of the electric field. As the electric field strength increases, the hydroxide stretch blueshifts whereas both H 2 O stretch redshifts. This behavior of the hydroxide and water frequencies as a function of electric field are in agreement with the more detailed theoretical studies of Hermansson.
40-43 Figure 5 shows that the vibrational frequency of the hydroxide anion varies nearly linearly with the field strength, in accordance with previous vibrational Stark shift studies. 33, 35 In order to assess the effect of the electric field on the hydroxide frequency in the MOH(H 2 O) + complexes, we must take into account two effects of the M-OH charge transfer. First, increasing electron transfer reduces the effective partial charge on the metal center (q M ), and accordingly reduces the electric field which is proportional to ‫ݍ‬ ெ /ܴ ଶ . At the same time, decreasing charge on the hydroxide ligand also lowers the Stark tuning rate (Stark tuning rate is effectively the slope of Figure 5 ) to nearly zero as the hydroxide anion becomes a hydroxyl radical. Therefore, as the electric field from the metal center weakens, the hydroxide ligand concurrently becomes less sensitive to the field. If we assume that the Stark tuning rate is proportional to the partial charge on the hydroxide ‫ݍ(‬ ைு ) then the hydroxide frequency shift should be proportional to: of a role. Lastly, we note that our analysis relies on the calculated atomic charges which varies depending on the method used. The NPA approach used here tends to be more reliable for ionic 22 such as the metal hydroxide complexes, but we also found a similar overall trend using the Mulliken charges.
V. Conclusion
The vibrational spectra of mass-selected MOH(H 2 O) + ·D 2 (M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, or Zn) complexes, acquired using cryogenic ion infrared predissociation spectroscopy, are presented.
This series of transition metals bridge the gap between the Mg and Ca complexes studied by
Johnson et al. 17 and the Cu complex studied previously in our group 11 . The evolution of the vibrational frequencies of the hydroxide and water ligands as a function of the metal center sheds light on the gradual charge transfer behavior of this series of metals. The interaction between the hydroxide ligand and the metal center was found to be more ionic in the Mg, Ca, and Mn complexes, while becoming more covalent in character for the Fe, Co, Ni and Cu complexes.
The hydroxide vibration was found to be highly sensitive to the electric field generated by the charge on the metal center, giving rise to abnormally high frequencies for this moiety. Two correlated effects, charge on the metal center and electron density on the hydroxide ligand, yielded a linear dependence of the hydroxide frequency on q ୌ q /R ଶ . This description of M-OH interaction provides a framework for future investigation of charge transfer and vibrational spectroscopy of these metal complexes. Additionally, the well-resolved experimental spectra can serve as a benchmark for electronic structure calculations to provide better description of these complex transition metal species. 
